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ince our last issue in June this
year we have staged two successful 10-Pin Bowling events.
This ever popular events are attracting more and more members and its
filled with lots of fun for the whole
family.
We also had our Annual General
Meeting taking place on 22 June during which the previous management
committee (Manco) was re-elected
en-block.
I wish to congratulate and at the
same time convey my appreciation to
my Manco for their ongoing dedication and support of our association.
The newly elected management committee members are as follows:

Executive Committee
(as part of the
Management Committee)
Robbie Roberts (Chairman)
Piet Jordaan (Vice Chairman)

Carl Schmidt
28 September
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Howard Shagom (Secretary General)
Wilna Bekker (Treasurer)
Pierre Fourie (Public Relations Officer)
Ordinary Members of Manco
Alfred de Vries
Marc Goodleser
Geoff Laskey
Fahmy Rhode
Ian Robertson
Carl Schmidt
Johan Smuts
Willie van der Merwe
In this issue we publish the photographs of only the three Manco members who will be celebrating their
birthdays during the quarter ahead.
They are pictured below.
My appreciation, once again, also
goes to those of our members and
readers who regularly extend positive
sentiments towards us and what we
aim to achieve.
Robbie Roberts
Chairman

Fahmy Rhode
10 November

Johan Smuts
30 October
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Signal’s Association 18th
Annual General Meeting
The Signals Association hosted its 18th Annual General Meeting (AGM)
in Cape Town on 22 June 2019.

Here the Chairman (Robbie Roberts)
places the Burning Flame of the Signaller into the outstretched hand of
Mercury, the symbol of the association after having been handed the
flame from the association’s Secretary
General (Howard Shagom).
This tradition was established on 1
May 2016 when the association took
over the 70 year old tradition from
WWII 3rd Brigade Signal Company
Reunion Association.

The association is proud to be able
to boast with not less than 5 former officers commanding of 71 Signal Unit
serving on its management committee. They were all present at the AGM
and here is the evidence below. We
wonder how many military veteran associations can boast with such reality?

Some of the attendees at the AGM

Robbie Roberts (left) and Howard
Shagom.
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Five Officers Commanding of 71 Signal
Unit who attended the 18th AGM of the
SIGNALS ASSOCIATION L to R : Lt Col
(Ret) Marc Goodleser [01/04/1989 to
31/03/1993] / Lt Col (Ret) Robbie Roberts
[01/06/1995 to 31/05/2005] / Lt Col (Ret)
Geoff Laskey [01/04/1985 to 31/03/1989]
/ Lt Col (Ret) Johan Johnson [01/06/2005
to 31/05/2016] / Lt Col (Ret) Ian Robertson [01/04/1993 to 31/05/1995].

The Jimmy Quiz
So, how well do you know your Sig- all nine of them?
nals Units? Here are nine shoulder
You’ll find the answers on page 16
flashes of Signals units. Can you name of this edition. Good luck.
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The Evolvement of the Miliary Signaller
by Geoff Laskey.

C

ommunications are part of the
“big three” that modern forces are taught. An effective
unit during operations is one that can
shoot, move and communicate. It is
generally believed that if you lose any
of these major functions, you are very
limited in your ability to be useful to
your own and supporting forces.
Effective communications have
always been vital to military forces.
Commanders must have the ability
to maintain control over their units
in order to manage operations successfully. Military communications
(“comms”) - are activities, equipment,
techniques, and tactics used by the
military in some of the most hostile
areas of the earth and in challenging
conditions and environments such as
battlefields, on land, underwater and
also in air. The soldiers responsible to
perform the communication tasks are
called signallers or signalmen, also
known in some forces as “communicators” or “sparkies”.
A signaller in the army is often referred to as a “Jimmy” in reference to
the flag and cap badge feature Mercury (Latin: Mercurius), the winged
messenger of the Roman gods, who
is referred to by members of the corps
as “Jimmy”. The origins of this nickname are unclear. According to one
explanation, the badge is referred to as
“Jimmy” because the image of Mer6

cury was based on the late medieval
bronze statue by the Italian sculptor
Giambologna, and shortening over
time reduced the name Giambologna
to “Jimmy”. The most widely accepted theory of where the name Jimmy
comes from is a Royal Signals boxer,
called Jimmy Emblem, who was the
British Army Champion in 1924 and
represented the Royal Corps of Signals from 1921 to 1924.
A signalman is a person who historically communicated by using flags
and lamps. In modern times, the role
of signalmen has evolved and now
usually makes use of electronic communication equipment. A signaller in
the armed forces is a specialist soldier,
seaman or airman responsible for military communications. Signallers or
signalmen or women, are commonly
employed as radio or telephone or telecommunication operators, relaying
messages for operational commanders
in the front line (Army units, Ships or
Aircraft), through a chain of command
system which includes formation,
tactical and unit headquarters and ultimately also governments. Messages are transmitted and received via a
communications infrastructure comprising static and mobile installations.
Initially extensive use was made of
“runners” to communicate. A runner
was a military courier, a foot soldier
responsible for carrying messages

EVOLUTION OF SIGNALS: Flags, Pigeons, Dogs, Dispatch Riders, Cable layers
and Radios.

during war. Runners were very important to military communications,
before telecommunications became
commonplace. Even though field telephones were widely used for the first
time during World War I (1914–18),
they relied on copper wire lines, which
were often damaged or unreliable and
insecure for use in the frontline.
In view of the foregoing, most
armies still made extensive use of
runners. On battlefields dominated by
automatic weapons and trench warfare, as well as the first widespread
use of air attacks, runners faced one
of the most dangerous jobs. They had
to leave the safety of a trench, bunker
or other shelter, and carry messages to
other positions. For the same reasons,
officers could not be sure that their
message had been delivered until a

runner returned to their unit. Runners
were frequently decorated for bravery.
The first things which helped to
send messages over distances were
drums, horns, flags, horses used by
riders and dogs. In the past, signalling
skills have included the use of: Heliograph, Aldis lamps, semaphore flags,
“Don R” (Dispatch Riders) and even
carrier pigeons. In general signallers
enabled military units to communicate
by using flags (semaphores), operating signalling lamps, laying telephone
lines and using wireless radios.
Military communications involve
all aspects of communications, or
conveyance of information, by armed
forces. Soldiers started out on foot,
progressed up to visual and audible
signals, then advanced into the electronic age. Modern signallers are re7

sponsible for the battlefield voice and
data communication and information technology infrastructure, using
a variety of media. All types of wire
(line), satellite and ionospheric radio
communication are employed. These
include common radio systems such
as HF/VHF radio and UHF/SHF radio (operated in line of sight, for example). Cellular radio and telephone
systems such as TETRA are also becoming common.
It is therefore necessary that in addition to basic soldiering, the signaller is
required to be competent at a number
of skill levels in the following topics:
Maintaining Power Supplies (Batteries and Charging for example);
• Radio sets; storage and logistics;
installation and operation; maintenance and repair at unit level;
• Antennae selection and design;
• Station Organisation; Managing
Radio Nets and Maintaining Net
Discipline;
• Voice and wireless telegraphy
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procedure (using Morse code or
RATT - Radio assisted Teletype
for example). Formal message
procedure, electronic mail;
• Electronic Warfare (EW); Communications Security (COMSEC)
- including the encryption and
deciphering of coded messages
using paper/voice and electronic
codes for example;
• Telephone and Line infrastructure;
and
• Information and Communication
Technology.
A signaller is trained to manage and
perform the above tasks during peacetime and operations and is deployed
(detached) to the different armed services to support them in their tasks
and to ensure that “the message gets
through swift and sure” (Certa Cito).
To be able to perform their modern
day military tasks signallers consist
of a host of technical experts such as
electrical and electronic engineers,

electricians, radio operators, radio
technicians, IT specialists and various electronic technicians to mention
a few. The challenge for the Corps
of Signals is to apply, integrate and
co-ordinate the available expertise
and equipment to ensure an effective
and efficient communication system
to address the needs of the Military
Formations and Units they serve.
Military communications need to
keep up with the needs of modern
warfare while still protecting against
cyber threats. The military is embracing the communications revolution,
turning to a new generation of sophisticated systems to enable faster,
richer, less costly and more flexible
communications. In the modern world
Military depends on a complex communication network of equipment,
personnel, and communication protocols to relay information among
forces. Communications integration is
now one of the top challenges faced as
well as the challenges in terms of interoperability and security of modern
technology and equipment. Last but
not the least is to adapt the sensitive
equipment to be rugged and secure
for military applications. Military applications combine the need for high
performance and reliability with some
of the most severe and toughest environmental conditions. Technological
developments should yield communications improvements for military
operations and here lies the challenges
for the modern day soldiers and par-

ticularly the Corps of Signals.
Sophisticated
communications
technologies are rapidly changing the
way people access, use and exchange
information. In the Military sense the
foregoing will require a change in the
way operations are planned, adaptation of protocols and procedures and
also particularly signallers with different training, knowledge and skills to
ensure effective and reliable military

JL Geoff Laskey School of Signals 1966

“The measure of
intelligence is the
ability to change.”
― Albert Einstein
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Army speak 101

The military has always had their own way of doing things. And this
includes having a rich vocabulary of slang terms.

T

he military world-wide has always had their own way of doing things. And this includes
having their very own language.
The South African Defence Force
(SADF) used a strange mixture of
Afrikaans, English, slang and techno-speak that few outside of the military could hope to understand.
Some of the terms were humorous,
some were clever, while others were
downright crude.
Other armed forces around the
world also have their own slang terms.
This article looks at just a few of
these slang names and terms. Obviously we had to leave out some of the
more crude and offensive terms. But
I’m sure most of our readers will remember them.
Here is but a small sample of military slang.
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
Admin vortex (British) - A disorganised Soldier.
Admiral of the Swiss Navy (Allied Forces WWII) - A self-important person.
•
Agitate the gravel (Rhodesian
Army) - Lets go. Leave the place.
Air-dale (UK and US) - Deroga- •
tory term for a pilot or aircrew.
Amen wallah (British Army) Used during World War I to de-

scribe a Chaplain.
Archie (British) - Expression
used during World War I to describe an anti-aircraft gun.
Armoured cow (Australia) Tinned milk.
Army Banjo (Allied Forces
WWII) - Shovel.
Army Strawberries (Allied
Forces WWII) - Prunes.
Army’s Lawn Dart (US) - UH60 Black Hawk helicopter. Named
for its inability to stay in the air.
Also Known as a “Crash Hawk”.
Asino morto (Italian) - “Dead
donkey”, term for canned ham.
Axle Grease (Allied Forces
WWII) - Butter.
Bagger (Ireland) - Derogatory
term referring to an Irish reservist Soldier, comparing him/her to
a sandbag, i.e.; useless.
Bait layer (Australian) - An
Army cook. Refers to a person
who drops poison meat to kill dingos. The are also known as a Ration Assassin.
Battery Acid (SADF) - Slang
term given to concentrated cold
drink that was mixed with water.
Bayonet Course (Allied Forces
WWII) - Hospital treatment for
venereal diseases. “Bayonet” refers to the male member.

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Beasting (British) - Punishment
drill or PT.
Become a Gold Star in Mom’s
Window (Allied Forces WWII)
- A gentle way of saying killed in
action.
Blister Mechanic (Allied Forces
WWII) - Medic.
Blou Gat (SADF) - Expression
used to describe a national serviceman who had reached the halfway
point of his initial national service.
It is an Afrikaans word literally
meaning ‘blue arse’.
Bokkop (SADF) - Slang term for
infantry soldier. It is derived from
the Afrikaans word ‘Buck Head’.
The emblem of the infantry was a
Springbok’s head.
Bohica (US Navy) - Bend over,
here it comes again.
Blanket-stacker (British) - Any
storeman (even if he doesn’t deal
with blankets).
Bleu (France) - A recruit. Derived
from the French term for barely-cooked steak, symbolizing a
“raw” recruit.
Blue on blue contact (UK and
US) - A friendly fire incident.
Body Snatcher (Allied Forces
WWII) - Stretcher bearer.
Boomer (US Navy) - A nuclear
ballistic missile submarine, or personnel serving aboard same.
Boozer (Australian) - Pub or Bar
on an Army Base.
Bottled Sunshine (Allied Forces
WWII) - Beer.

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Bowl us the ages ek se (Rhodesian Army) - What is the time?
Box 500 (British) - The nickname
given by the SAS to MI5. Their
official address is PO Box 500,
London.
Brake Shoes (SADF) - Slang term
used to describe Provita Biscuits.
Brass (Worldwide) - Top ranking
officers.
Bravo Zulu (Worldwide navies)
- Well done.
Brown Navy (SADF) - A term
used to describe the South African Navy’s Marines. They wore
the normal brown uniform of the
SADF, as opposed to the ‘blue
navy’ who were the seafaring element of the navy.
Bundu (Rhodesian Army) - The
bush, the countryside.
Bungalow Bill (SADF) - When
troops lived in a bungalow or dormitory one of them would often be
put in charge. Although this troop
usually had no rank he was known
as the Bungalow Bill.
Canned Morale (Allied Forces
WWII) - A movie.
Canteen medals (Australian) Beer or food stains on the breast
of a shirt or jacket.
Charles (US) - Nickname for the
Viet Cong during the Vietnam
War. Shortened from the phonetic
alphabet Victor Charles for VC.
Cherry (US) - New recruit still in
basic training.
Chibuli (Rhodesian Army) 11

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Beer.
Chicken Parade (SADF) - Basically a clean up of an area, picking
up papers, cigarette butts, and general refuse. In the navy this was
known as ‘skirmishing’.
Civvie sitrep (Rhodesian Army)
- News on the commercial radio.
Clutch Plate (SADF) - Slang term
given to hamburger patties.
Craphat (British) - Used by
members of the parachute regiment to denote what they class
as lesser regiments. Taken from
the fact that they wear the coveted Maroon beret that no-one else
wears.
Culling (Rhodesian Army) Killing the enemy.
Dad (Allied Forces WWII) - The
oldest member of a group.
Dart thrower (Australian) - A
member of the Australian Intelligence Corps. Refers to the perceived method of identifying compounds/areas of interest for future
operations, usually conducted
eyes-shut with non-master hand to
ensure statistically random results.
Devil Dodger, Siel Tiffie (SADF)
- Slang term for a padre, chaplain
or priest.
Dicker (British) - A look out, usually used to describe an enemy. A
friendly look out is a stag.
Dirt dart (Australian) - Paratrooper.
Dirty Gertie of Bizerte (Allied
Forces WWII) - A promiscuous

Jimmy
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

woman.
Doss bag (British) - Sleeping bag.
Egyptian PT (British) - Sleeping,
particularly during the day. Probably dates from WW2 or before.
Elephant Virgin (SADF) - Slang
term given to slices of polony.
Engine Mountings (SADF) Slang term given to tinned braised
Steak.
Flat dog (Rhodesian Army) Crocodile.
Fish and Chips (British) - Slang
term for urban warfare (Fighting
in someone’s house, causing havoc in people’s streets).
Fitter and turner (SADF) - Nickname for a chef, because he fits
food into a pot and turns it into
sh*t.
Flossie (SADF) - Slang term for
the Hercules C-130 transport aircraft.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Freds (Rhodesian Army) – Frelimo. Mozambique Army.
Gimpy (British) - The L7A2
GPMG 7.62x61mm belt-fed general purpose machine gun.
Glasshouse, the (British) - Military prison.
Go Kart (SADF) - Slang term
used for a twenty-man toilet.
These were fibreglass toilet shells
which were placed over a hole dug
in the ground. They were mounted
on wheels for easy movement.
God (British) - The Regimental
Sergeant Major.
Gomos (Rhodesian Army) Hills.
Gong (British) - A campaign
medal.
Green slime (British) - Army intelligence personnel.
GV (SADF) - A term used for
someone who was very enthusiastic. It was short for the Afrikaans
Grens Vegter or ‘border fighter’.
Gypo (SADF) - Used as a term for
avoiding work. A person that was
lazy was known as a gypo gat.
Gypo Guts (SADF) - Slang term
for diarrhoea.
Hondo (Rhodesian Army) – War,
conflict (Shona).
Houding (SADF) - An Afrikaans
word meaning ‘attitude’.
Interflora (SADF) - Derogatory
term for a member of the Signals
Corp. Their emblem of the winged
figure of Mercury was also used
by the national florists, Interflora.

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Jimmy (SADF) - Slang term for
signaller.
Jol (SADF) - An Afrikaans slang
expression for a party.
Jollie patrollie (SADF) - Used to
denote any excursion or activity
regarded as fun. Literal translation
means ‘jolly patrol’.
K-Car (Rhodesian Army) - Nickname given to an Alouette III helicopter armed with twin FN-MAG
light machine guns. The K stood
for ‘kill’.
Katunda (Rhodesian Army) Personal kit.
Kettenhunde (German WW II)
- Military Police, named for the
chain and badge they wore as a
symbol of their duties.
Lemon (Rhodesian Army) Nothing there. Normally used to
describe an operation or patrol
which produced nothing.
Long (Rhodesian Army) - Many
/ much / a lot.
Min Dae (SADF) - Afrikaans expression meaning ‘few days’. This
was used by troops who had only
a short time before they completed
their military service.
Min Dae Chips (SADF) - Slang
term for Cornflakes (breakfast cereal).
MMWC (Rhodesian Army) The leader / person in charge.
(Main man what counts).
Mujiba (Rhodesian Army) –
Young insurgent supporter, their
‘eyes and ears’(Shona).
13
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•

•
•
•
•
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Muti - (Rhodesian Army) - Medicine of any description.
Mushi (Rhodesian Army) - Really nice / good.
Noddy Car (SADF) - Slang expression for an Eland-60 armoured
car.
Numpty (Australian) - An individual who just doesn’t get it
Olifant Skilfers (SADF) - Slang
term for Cornflakes (breakfast cereal). It is an Afrikaans expression
meaning ‘elephant dandruff’.
Ou Man (SADF) - Term used for
a troop who only had a short time
left of his national service. It is Afrikaans for ‘old man’.
PB’s (SADF) - Term for local
population. From the Afrikaans
‘plaaslike bevolking’.
Pineapple (Allied Forces WWII)
- A hand grenade.
Pongo (SADF) - Slang for members of the army. Refers to the
often unavailability of washing
facilities. The expression; “Everywhere the army goes, the pong
goes,” was the origin of this.
Put your slayer onto sing (Rhodesian Army) - Put your LMG/
rifle on automatic.
Retread (Allied Forces WWII) A veteran of World War I fighting
in World War II.
Rofie (SADF) - Term used for a
new recruit. It comes from the Afrikaans word meaning ‘scab’.
Santa Maria (SADF) - SADF
issued underpants. Hardly ever

Varkpan

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

worn by the troops but rather used
to polish floors or boots.
Screw (Australian) - Corporal.
Shrapnel (SADF) - Slang term
for tinned mixed Vegetables.
Shumba (Rhodesian Army) Lion Lager. From the Shona word
for Lion.
Skrapnel hoender (SADF) Term used to describe a meal consisting of shredded chicken. It is
an Afrikaans expression meaning
shrapnel chicken.
Sleeve trash (Australian) NCOs. They wear their rank on
their sleeve as opposed to officers
who wear theirs on their shoulder.
Slot (Rhodesian Army)- To kill.
Sniffel tiffy (SADF) - Member of
the Intelligence Corps. From the
Afrikaans ‘sniffing mechanic’.
Staaldak (SADF) - Afrikaans
term for the helmet that was issued to SADF troops. It was hardly ever referred to as a steel helmet
though. Even the English speaking people would refer to it as a

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

staaldak.
Stay frosty (US) - Regular term
among Soldiers to both stay calm
and stay alert.
Suurstof dief (SADF) - Derogatory term for those in non-combatant roles. Afrikaans expression
meaning ‘oxygen thief’.
Tab (British) - To march quickly
with full pack and rifle. Used by
the British Army.
Tampax Tiffy (SADF) - Slang
term for a medic.
Taxi’s (SADF) - Cloths or strips
of blankets which were wrapped
around your boots so as not to
dirty the floor.
Throw some sky into my rounds
(Rhodesian Army) - Put air in the
tyres of a vehicle.
Tiffy (SADF) - Mechanic or
member of the Technical Services
Corps.
Tit’s up (British) - To be dead, lying on your back with your chest
facing skyward, hence Tits-Up.
Tommy (German WW II) - British soldier.
Tommy cooker (German WW
II) - German nickname for the
American Sherman tank.
TTL (Rhodesian Army) – Tribal
Trust Land.
Tubbin (Australian) - Thumb Up
Bum, Brain In Neutral.
Varkpan (SADF) - Slang term for
the tray on which food was sometimes served. It is an Afrikaans
word meaning ‘pig pan’.

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Vasbyt (SADF) - Afrikaans term
meaning ‘bite fast’. It was used to
encourage each other.
Vleisbom (SADF) - Derogatory term used to describe parabats (paratroopers), usually by
non-parabats. Afrikaans term
meaning ‘meat bomb’.
Vindaloos (British) - Fireproof
underwear used by the SAS.
Vorster Orrel (SADF) - Nickname for the Valkiri 127 mm multiple rocket launcher. It refers to
the late President John Vorster.
The feared Soviet equivalent was
nicknamed the ‘Stalin Organ’.
White Gold (SADF) - Slang expression for toilet paper.
Wombles (Rhodesian Army) Police Special Reserve. Middle
aged volunteers who patrolled the
urban areas.
Yomp (British) - To march quickly with full pack and rifle. Used by
the Royal Marines.
Trust you enjoyed these.

White gold
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Wireless in the Boer War
In Part One of a two part article, Brian Austin of the University of Liverpool,
looks at the use of wireless in the Boer War.

T

he Boer War in South Africa
(1899-1902) was the first occasion in which wireless communications were used in a military
conflict.
This paper traces the history from
the point of view of both the British
and the Boer forces: both of whom
had intentions to use this latest invention on the field of battle.
Marconi’s apparatus, in its most elementary form, went with the British
Army to the front, but failed. The Boer’s German equipment was captured
and never saw service.
The Army soon rejected wireless
but the Royal Navy acquired the apparatus and made it work. No doubt circumstances and personalities played
their part but by far the major factor
in determining success and failure was
the natural electromagnetic environment. All these components of a fascinating saga are discussed in this paper.

Introduction

The Boer War was declared in
South Africa on 11 October 1899, just
three years after Marconi had arrived
in England from Italy with his elementary apparatus. While described
by some as the last of the gentleman’s
wars, it is probably more accurately
the war which linked two centuries, in
16

time, tactics and in technology.
It was certainly the first military
conflict in which wireless communications were used. The combatants were
the Commandos of the Boer republics
of the Transvaal and the Orange Free
State against the might of the British
Army. Fiercely independent and determined to remain so in the face of
advancing British imperialism across
southern Africa, the Boers were finally driven to declare war on the garrison troops over issues of citizenship
for the uitlanders, mainly British, who
had been attracted in their thousands
following the discovery of gold near
Johannesburg in 1886.
At the outset some 48,000 men, the
largest for nearly a century, (Pakenham, 1), was on its way from England
to fight a war in a vast, rugged land
with poor communications.

Wireless Interest in the Services

The British military were amongst
the earliest interested observers of the
first experiments with Marconi’s apparatus which owed its origins to the
work of Maxwell, Hertz, Lodge and
others. Representatives of the War Office and the Royal Navy were invited
by Sir William Preece, Chief Engineer
of the Post Office, to witness demonstrations of this system of commu-

Fig 1 a: Marconi transmitter and receiver.

nication without wires on Salisbury
Plain in late 1896.
Amongst those present was Captain J.N.C. Kennedy of the Royal Engineers, who subsequently not only
assisted Marconi with many experiments and demonstrations (Marconi,
2) but was to play a key role in the
deployment of the equipment in South
Africa some three years later.
During those tests, and in subsequent experiments over land around
Bournemouth and over sea-paths between there and Alum Bay on the Isle
of Wight (a distance of about 23 km
or 14.5 miles), Marconi achieved reliable communications using vertical
wire antennas up to 37 m (120 feet)
long which were connected to earth at
one end.
He subsequently reported (Marconi,
2) that it is possible to communicate
up to a distance of 40 km (25 miles)
regardless of the intervention of the
curvature of the earth between the two
stations in contact. The transmitter he
used is shown in fig. 1(a). It consisted
of an induction coil capable of produc-

Fig 1 b: Siemens receiver supplied to
the Boers.

ing 254 mm (10 inch) sparks between
the spheres of a spark gap across its
secondary winding when keyed by a
Morse key in series with a 14 V battery of Obach cells producing 6 to 9
amps of current. This transmitter relied entirely on the natural resonance
of its antenna for any degree of tuning
or selectivity and, with a similar system in use at the receiver, was known
at the time as “plain aerial working”
(Dowsett, 3).
The receiver, fig. 1(b), made use of
Marconi’s own version of the coherer, connected directly between the antenna and earth, as well as a “tapper”
device for restoring the coherer to its
non-conducting state after receipt of a
Morse-code character. The output was
displayed on a paper tape by the inking printer In the summer of 1899, the
outcome of the Royal Navy’s annual
manoeuvers was directly instrumental
in the War Office’s decision
to send wireless equipment to South
17

Africa with the British forces just a
few months later. Three ships (HMS
Alexandra, Europa and Juno) were
equipped with the Marconi apparatus,
with Marconi himself aboard the Juno
under the command of Capt. (later
Admiral Sir) Henry Jackson (Marconi, 4), a notable pioneer in naval radio
communication. This exercise took
the form of a naval encounter between
two fleets, only one of which was
equipped with wireless and therefore
the ability to communicate well beyond visual range. Marconi’s system
performed admirably throughout, under typically robust naval conditions,
with a maximum communication
range of some 136 km (85 miles) being achieved.
The antennas, again the only frequency-determining element in the
chain, were attached to main topmast
and consisted of about 52 m (170 feet)
of wire to the lower after- bridge where
the wireless equipment was housed
(Marconi,4). Signals, exchanged both
by day and by night, not only greatly assisted in the tactics of the exercise but also confirmed the efficacy of
the “jigger” of impedance-matching
transformer between the antenna and
the transmitter and receiver. This particular device brought about a marked
increase in the range over which communication was possible.
However, the lack of any significant tuning or selectivity in the system meant that only one transmitter
could be operated at any one time; a
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somewhat surprising fact given that
Oliver Lodge’s “syntonic (or resonant
system” had already been patented as
early as 1897. Marconi’s adaptation of
the idea was only subsequently patented and used by him in 1900 (Aitken,
5).
The crucial relationship between
the length or height) of the vertical antenna and the wavelength at which the
radio system operated was first suggested by an Italian colleague of Marconi’s, one Professor Ascoli (Marconi,
2). He calculated that the “length of
the wave radiated (was) four times the
length of the vertical conductor”.
This result, and the recognition by
J.A. Fleming at Marconi’s lecture to
the IEE in 1899 (Marconi, 2) of the
importance of the quality of the earth
connection, will be shown later to be
key elements in explaining the subsequent poor performance of the equipment in South Africa’s arid countryside.

Preparations for War

Britain underestimated both the will
of the Boers to fight and their resourcefulness to do so once hostilities commenced. The towns of Kimberley and
Mafeking, with their British troops
surrounded, were under siege by the
Boers by the 14th of October 1899
with Ladysmith to suffer the same fate
just two weeks later. On 14th October
too, British reinforcements, of three
divisions plus cavalry, set sail from
Southampton for the South African

ports of Cape Town and Durban (Pakenham, 1). With them, fig. 2, were six
engineers from The Marconi Company (Messrs. Bullocke, Dowsett, Elliott, Franklin, Lockyer and Taylor),
some RE sappers to supply the necessary manual labour, under the command of Capt. Kennedy, plus five, socalled portable wireless stations made
up from the Marconi apparatus of the
time (Dowsett, 3); no doubt the “plain
aerial” sets referred to above. The
original intention apparently, was that
they should be used in ship-to-shore
communications to assist in the disembarkation of the troops.
However, soon after their arrival in
Cape Town in December 1899, Bullocke, at Kennedy’s request, “gave a
show” of the equipment’s capabilities
for the General and Staff Officers at
the Cape Town Castle.
This went off very successfully
even though the distance signalled
was “only a few hundred yards” (Bullocke, 6).
Impressed by this achievement and
reinforced by Kennedy’s first-hand
experience from Salisbury Plain, the
plans were changed and the five sets,
plus their Marconi operators, were
dispatched to the battle front.
The British soon realised that the
Boer was a skilled horseman and an
excellent shot. What they may not
have realised was that President Kruger of the Transvaal Republic had
been stock-piling weapons and ammunition and equipping his regular

Staats Artillerie, since the breakdown
of talks with Sir Alfred Milner, the
British High Commissioner, in July
1899. War now seemed inevitable.
Support for the Boers’ cause was
running high in Europe (Pakenham,
1) and some Governments, particularly the Germans, had offered assistance
in kind. Signal training particularly,
under Capt. P.C. Paff, featured prominently in the preparations of the Artillerie. As early as 1897 plans were
made to expand the signalling capability by ordering equipment from
Germany and by improving the training of the military telegraph personnel
who were already well supported by
established civilian services provided
by the Railways own telegraphs and
by the state Telegraph Department
(Breytenbach,7).
The extent of the telegraph system
is described in “The Times of History
of the War in South Africa” which reported (Amery, 11) that at the outbreak
of war all the Boer Laagers around
Ladysmith, on the Tugela and on the
Biggarsberg were in constant connection with each other and with Pretoria.
The Johannesburg branch of the
German company Siemens and Halske provided Kruger’s military with
heliographs and signal flags as well
as compasses, field glasses and even
twelve pairs of dark glasses (Jacobs et
al, 8).
Most significantly though was Kruger’s request of 24th August 1899 that
Siemens supply him with its brand
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new wireless equipment (Jacobs et al, the intention of establishing wireless
8).
communications between them. In
addition a station was established at
Wireless with the Army
Enslin “about 17 miles from Modder,”
In the first week of December 1899 according to where Lord Methuen,
Marconi’s engineers, Kennedy’s sap- commanding the 1st Infantry Divipers and the five “portable wireless sion, feared “a surprise” from the Boinstallations,” recently transferred to ers.
Australian-pattern sprung wagons
Whilst in transit from Cape Town
from their ultra-rigid, British General the wireless contingent witnessed
Service counterparts, left Cape Town their first severe South African thunfor De Aar, and important railway derstorm and reported that the acjunction and dispersal point for Brit- companying lightning was “the most
ish trips moving north to the besieged vivid any of us had ever seen.” It was
towns of Kimberley and Mafeking.
confirmed to Bullocke by those in the
Certain shortcomings in the provi- know that this was almost a daily ocsion of equipment were already appar- currence in that part of the world and
ent. Most important of these was the this prompted him to remark in his
lack of the appropriate masts or poles letter of 11th December 1899 to the
with which to support the wire anten- Company back home in England, that
nas – the key elements in the system. it would be a “delightful time for Xs.”
The poles supplied with the Marco- the atmospherics which always disni equipment were too bulky for field rupted wireless communications.
use while the fortuitous acquisition
On 17th December Bullocke reportof the Siemens equipment and masts ed that attempts to communicate by
provided no solution either because wireless between De Aar and Orange
of their evident Germanic complexi- River, some of 112 km (70 miles)
ty (Day, 9). The “make-do” solution, apart, were unsuccessful. He stated
so frequently necessary in the British that he had used a “curly aerial about
army, consisted of local, 9 m (30 foot) 18 m (60 feet) in height and (a) good
bamboo poles plus balloons and kites, earth” but could not explain his lack
either borrowed from the Royal En- of success. There was apparently ingineer’s Balloon Section or ordered, sufficient wind that day to allow kites
post haste, from the depot in Alder- to be flown but even when there was
shot (Bullocke, 6).
wind Capt. Kennedy at De Aar, with
From De Aar three of the sets, plus a kite-supported wire at 152 m (500
their civilian operators, were trans- feet), had no success either because
ferred to the towns of Orange River, Elliott, at Orange River, “had broken
Belmont, and Modder River, with his pole” (Kennedy, 10). By the end
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SAPPERS: Marconi engineers and members of the Royal Engineers (RE) during the
Boer War.

of that month though, wireless contact
had been established between Orange
River and Modder River, a distance of
80 km (50 miles), but only by using
an intermediate or relay station at Belmont (Bullocke, 6).
Attempts to make the Marconi
equipment functional in the field continued for six weeks but for at least
half that period most were unserviceable, due to cyclonic dust storms which
splintered the bamboo masts, lightning-induced discharges which overwhelmed the coherers or wind which
either was insufficient for the flying
of kites or ferocious enough to tear
away the balloons. Not surprisingly,
on 12 February 1900, the Director of
Army Telegraphs gave orders for the
three sets along the Kimberley line

to be dismantled; a fate soon to follow for the two others which had been
dispatched a month before, along with
Bullocke, Taylor and Captain Kennedy, to join General Buller’s forces attempting to relieve the besieged town
of Ladysmith (Baker, 12).
You can read the second and final
part of this article in the next issue of
Jimmy’s Own which will be published
in December 2019.
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The Jimmy Quiz

S
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

o, how well did you do on the Sig- 9. 1 Signals Regiment
nals Quiz? Here are the answers.
It’s interesting to note that both 1
2 Signals Regiment
Signals Regiment and the School of
School of Signals
Signals were both based in Heidel84 Mech Signals Unit
berg. They later combined to form the
5 Signals Regiment
Army Gymnasium, which became the
Army Gymnasium
home of the Signallers.
3 Signals Regiment
If you have an old unit flash, why
71 Brigade Signals Unit
not photograph it and send it in to use
Natal Command Signals Unit
for our next quiz.

In the next issue

T

he next issue of Jimmy’s Own
will be the Christmas issue and
there’s a lot to look forward to.
You can read the second part of Brian Austin’s article on Wireless in the
Boer War. There’s an article on the
Christmas Truce during World War I
in 1914.
Tired of hearing the same songs
played over and over again every
Christmas? We bring you the “Alternative Christmas Playlist”, a list
of Christmas songs that you may not
know. And they best part is that you’ll
actually be able to listen to the songs.
There are two articles from signallers, relating their memories of their
national service with the South African Corps of Signals.
One of them served with 101 Signals
Unit in Grootfontein but was posted as
a signaller to 4 South African Infantry
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Battalion for four months. He relates
his experiences, including when they
were informed that national service
had now been increased to two years
with immediate effect.
The other story is from a signaller that was with 5 Signals Unit. He
worked with ‘Brush’ and was first stationed in Chirundu in Rhodesia before
they moved to a place called Jozini in
Zululand.
Trust you will enjoy this issue of
Jimmy’s Own and we look forward to
seeing you in the December issue.
Remember, if you have any stories
that you want to tell or any photographs you would like published, you
can e-mail them to Robbie at robbie.
wa.roberts@gmail.com.

